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CONSIDER
THIS

THE ME FIRST MOVEMENT

L

Looking at the movement at
the root of all the evils can
help us identify the only
real solution.

Spoiler alert: if you haven’t read this issue’s lead article,
“The Fall of Satan,” please go there first, then come back to
this column! It’s not really fair to give away the plot here.
Now that you’re back (and thanks for returning) …
In October 2017 the Me Too movement suddenly
sprang up and swept the world, opening the emotional
doors for women (and some men) to reveal their stories
as survivors of sexual assault or harassment. Millions of
tweets (#MeToo) and thousands of painful revelations
brought to light not only the shocking extent of sexual
abuse, but many of the perpetrators. Scores of well-known
figures in politics, religion, entertainment, medicine,
sports and academia faced public shaming and, for many,
legal and professional consequences.
It’s amazing how fast such a simple concept as the Me
Too movement caught on and galvanized so many people.
Part of it was that individuals could find, in a collective
voice, the strength and courage to speak out against this evil.

What’s at the root of our problems?
Sexual abuse, sad to say, is only one of many evils
hurting humanity. Why? What’s wrong with us that
we struggle with the same old problems? We stand in
awe at the speed of advancements in areas like science,
technology, weaponry and medicine, but stand perplexed
at how we seem so inept at advancing in the most
important areas of our existence—love, peace, harmony,
respect, faithfulness, truthfulness, justice, integrity,
altruism, etc. Why? What lies at the root of our problems?
Well, you read the core answer in “The Fall of Satan”
article. God preserved that story to show us that lying at
the root of all the problems plaguing humanity is another
evil abuser, a tormenter.
He “who deceives the whole world” (Revelation 12:9) at
one time started his own type of movement—only his was
for wicked purposes. Let’s call it the Me First movement.
The article explains well the underlying Me First
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selfishness that motivated Satan. I’ll only
add Jesus’ description of him: “He was a
murderer from the beginning, and does not
stand in the truth, because there is no truth
in him. When he speaks a lie, he speaks from
his own resources, for he is a liar and the
father of it” ( John 8:44).
Besides murder and lies, Jesus could have included all
the other destructive words and actions that exist, because
they all come from Satan’s Me First way of thinking.

We’re all victims … and perpetrators
Who was Jesus talking to? He was confronting those who
hated Him with the source of their attitude—“You are of your
father the devil, and the desires of your father you want to do.”
John later stated it so plainly: “For all that is in the
world—the lust of the flesh, the lust of the eyes, and the
pride of life—is not of the Father but is of the world” (1
John 2:16). Lust and pride drive Me First attitudes. And in
this Me First movement, not only are we all victims—we
are all perpetrators!
We have all fallen prey to the lust of the flesh, the lust
of the eyes, and the pride of life. These pulls have affected,
and infected, each of us! Satan’s Me First movement says
indulge yourself, fulfill your desires, pursue your pleasures,
cast off restraints. He keeps repeating to us his promise
to Eve—all you have to do to be happy is satisfy your own
desires—and we keep believing it.
But when that thinking takes hold, wicked things begin
to happen. When Me First takes over, it’s always at the
expense and hurt of someone. We have all been hurt, and
we have all hurt others. That is ultimately the only possible
outcome of Satan’s way of thinking.
The only possible solution? How about a God First
movement? That probably won’t go viral in today’s world,
but you can make it catch on in your life!

Clyde Kilough
Editor
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It all starts with the
story of Heylel, “the
light bearer.” It’s one
of the most important
and misunderstood
stories in the Bible,
and it contains
the answers to
some of life’s most
difficult questions.

By Jeremy Lallier
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s God laid the
foundation of
our little bluegreen planet,
an angelic
chorus erupted
in celebration.
In that moment, “the morning stars
sang together, and all the sons of God
shouted for joy” (Job 38:7).
Presumably among those
morning stars and sons of God
(here, a poetic reference to angels)
was an angel named Heylel—a
Hebrew word meaning “shining
one” or “light bearer.”
If you’ve never heard of Heylel
before, it’s not surprising. The Bible
only mentions that Hebrew name
once, and it’s translated differently
in English Bibles. But the Bible does
spend a lot of time talking about
this one particular angel. In fact, we
probably know more about Heylel
than any other angelic being in
God’s creation—and for good reason.
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A story to tell

But first, a warning. I have a story
to tell you, but it’s not a happy one.
In fact, I think it’s the saddest story
I know.
This is a story about a villain,
plain and simple. He is not a hero. He
does not become a hero. He is not the
victim of a tragic backstory or some
undeserved cruelty. He is, instead,
a warped and vicious monster who
voluntarily became the enemy of
everything good and just and pure.
This isn’t the kind of story where
the villain comes to his senses
in the third act and attempts to
right his wrongs. He doesn’t seek
reconciliation or find redemption.
He never expresses sorrow or regret
over the damage his actions have
caused—only fury and anger and
unbridled rage at not being able to
cause more.
So why should you care about
this story?
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Because it’s an important one.
Because it answers two of the most
important questions anyone can ask:
“Why is this world such a mess?” and
“What can we do about it?”

Mutiny in heaven

Heylel started out well.
No, that’s an understatement. He
started out better than anyone could
possibly hope to start. God told him,
“You were the seal of perfection, full of
wisdom and perfect in beauty. … You
were perfect in your ways from the day
you were created” (Ezekiel 28:12, 15).
This being was created by God to
be perfect. Flawless. He was brilliant;
he was beautiful. He was “the anointed
cherub who covers” (verse 14).
But that perfection didn’t last.
Something was brewing inside of
Heylel, something sinister, spurred
on by pride in his own God-given
greatness: “Your heart was lifted up
because of your beauty,” lamented
God. “You corrupted your wisdom for
the sake of your splendor” (verse 17).

“Like the Most High”

A parallel passage gives us a little
more insight into what happened.
Most Bible versions translate the
Hebrew word Heylel here into a
Latin name you might be more
familiar with:
Lucifer.
“How you are fallen from heaven,
O Lucifer, son of the morning! …
For you have said in your heart: ‘I
will ascend into heaven, I will exalt
my throne above the stars [angels]
of God; … I will ascend above the
heights of the clouds, I will be like the
Most High’” (Isaiah 14:12-14).
This angel—Heylel, Lucifer, the
light bearer, the seal of perfection—
had gone rogue. He was so wrapped
up in himself, so proud of what he
was, that he started to believe he was
more qualified to be God than the
God who made him.
So he led a revolt. The Bible tells

us he “drew a third of the stars
of heaven and threw them to the
earth” (Revelation 12:4). Somehow—
likely through twisted logic and
empty words—Heylel/Lucifer
convinced a third of his fellow
angels to join him in an attempt to
overthrow their Creator.

The fall of Satan

The aftermath of that decision
has reverberated through history
like a gong that won’t stop ringing.
This angelic being was no longer
Heylel, the light bringer, but
Satan, the adversary. He and his
angels—demons, as they came to
be known—set themselves against
God and, by extension, everything
He represented. Love. Joy. Peace.
Longsuffering. Kindness. They were
ready to wage war on every good
thing that comes from the Spirit of
God (Galatians 5:22-23).
Their coup failed, of course. While
other verses go into greater detail
about the specifics (Ezekiel 28:16;
Revelation 12:7-9), Jesus summarized
the event for His disciples when
He told them, “I saw Satan fall like
lightning from heaven” (Luke 10:18).

War of attrition

I wish I could say the story ended
there. I wish I could say that after
his fall Satan accepted his defeat
and gave up.
But he didn’t.
Satan makes an appearance in
the first few pages of the Bible. In
the guise of a serpent, he convinced
Eve that God was holding out on
her. The tree that God had placed
off-limits, under pain of death?
There was nothing wrong with that
tree, Satan told Eve. If she would
just reach out and eat that forbidden
fruit, “your eyes will be opened, and
you will be like God, knowing good
and evil” (Genesis 3:5).
Eve bought the lie. Adam
followed her lead. Through their
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The most powerful weapon
in Satan’s arsenal is sin—that
is, disobedience and rebellion
toward God (1 John 3:4).

disobedience, they sinned and cut
themselves off from God, earning
the penalty of death (Romans 6:23;
3:23). The first two human beings
lost their place in paradise because
Satan, the adversary, convinced
them that God didn’t know what
was best for them.
And for 6,000 years of human
history, Satan has been doing the
exact same thing—convincing
people that God doesn’t have the
answers; convincing people that
God’s way of life is actively getting in
the way of their happiness.

The attack plan

And that’s the reality we face—a
spiritual battlefield filled with
demonic forces bent on keeping
the human race as far from God
as possible. They’re out there, even
now, even in this moment, doing
everything they can to paint a false
picture of God and convince others
to reject Him too.
Why?
Because God has a plan for
us. We were created in His image
(Genesis 1:27), intended to become
His children and live forever in His
family (1 John 3:2; Titus 1:1-2).
Satan hates that. He hates the
idea of the God family growing, and
although he isn’t strong enough to
defeat God, he still aims to hamper
the growth of that family as much
as possible.
Satan will cause war in heaven
again in the future, and he and the
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demons will once again be cast to the
earth (Revelation 12:7-12), at which
time he will vigorously persecute
the Church (verses 12-13, 17). In the
meantime we must be alert. “Be
sober-minded; be watchful,” warns
Peter. “Your adversary the devil
prowls around like a roaring lion,
seeking someone to devour” (1 Peter
5:8, English Standard Version).
The most powerful weapon
in Satan’s arsenal is sin—that is,
disobedience and rebellion toward
God (1 John 3:4). Although God is allpowerful, sin places a wall between
us and our Creator (Isaiah 59:1-2). In
other words, even though Satan can’t
cut us off from God, he can convince
us to cut ourselves off from God—to
erect a wall of sin in our own lives
and leave it there.

Imitating goodness

How does he do that?
The same way he convinced Eve to
eat the forbidden fruit. The same way
he convinced a third of the angels to
rebel against God.
Clever lies. Subtle manipulations
of the truth. Unfounded promises
that prey on our darkest fears and
greatest desires. Paul warns us to
be on guard against “the schemes
of the devil” (Ephesians 6:11, ESV),
explaining that we should take
precautions to “not be outwitted by
Satan; for we are not ignorant of his
designs” (2 Corinthians 2:11, ESV).
One of the most important things
we can remember as we square off

against our adversary is not just who
he is, but who he used to be. He was
the anointed cherub who covers. He
was the light bearer, full of wisdom
and perfect in beauty. He remembers
what goodness looks like, and more
important, he knows how to mimic it
(2 Corinthians 11:14-15).
By making sin look good, right
and appealing—and by making
God look repressive, unfair and
fickle—Satan and his demons have
quite handily kept the world from
seeing and understanding the lifechanging truths of the Bible. Paul
writes about those “whose minds
the god of this age has blinded, who
do not believe, lest the light of the
gospel of the glory of Christ, who is
the image of God, should shine on
them” (2 Corinthians 4:4). And as
long as Satan is allowed to continue
his deception, those minds will
remain blinded.

Unanswered questions

That leaves us with two big
questions: First, if God really is more
powerful than Satan, why doesn’t
God step in and stop him for good?
And second, if God is going to keep
allowing Satan to deceive the world,
what can we do to protect ourselves?
Neither of those questions have
short, easy answers, but they’re
important to consider. Regarding
our own protection, God provides us
with the equipment we need to hold
our own against our enemy: “For
the weapons of our warfare are not
carnal but mighty in God for pulling
down strongholds, casting down
arguments and every high thing that
exalts itself against the knowledge of
God, bringing every thought into
captivity to the obedience of Christ” (2
Corinthians 10:4-5, emphasis added).
Paul identifies these weapons as
the armor of God, detailing how each
piece of armor should function in
the life of a Christian. It is with this
God-given armor, and only with this
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God-given armor, that we are able
to “stand against the schemes of the
devil.” By staying close to God and
His Word, by measuring everything
against the truths revealed in the
Bible, we can steer clear of Satan’s
deceptions and see through his lies
and empty promises.
But the bigger question remains:
As the all-powerful Creator of the
universe, God could stop Satan from
deceiving the world, but He chooses
not to.
Why?

Turning trials into gold

The end of the story

Right now, the fall of Satan from
heaven is more like a comma than a
period. It’s an unfinished sentence.
He’s still at liberty to prowl around
like the roaring lion that he is—but the
Bible tells us that won’t be true forever.
After Jesus Christ returns to
this earth, an angel will take “the
dragon, that serpent of old, who
is the Devil and Satan, and [bind]
him for a thousand years … so that

he should deceive the nations no
more till the thousand years were
finished” (Revelation 20:2-3; see
“Satan’s Future” for what happens
beyond that).
No more deception. No more
cunning schemes. No more crafty
designs. For a thousand years,
Satan will be powerless to influence
the human race and blind it to the
truth. It will be a time of prosperity
the likes of which the world has
never known.

After the fall of Satan

Satan fell from heaven a long time
ago, but he never gave up in his war
against God. What most people don’t
understand is that the entirety of
human history represents only the
smallest fraction of God’s plan, and
that Satan’s part to play in that plan
is almost over. His ultimate fate rests
in “the blackness of darkness forever”
(Jude 1:13), where he will be powerless
to harm anyone or anything.
One day, Satan’s fall will be final
and complete, and God’s creation
will begin to discover the very thing
Satan has been trying to hide from it
for so long:
A sense of purpose—and maybe
just as important, a sense of peace.
To learn about the holy day
that pictures Satan’s eventual
imprisonment, see our article “The
Day of Atonement: Removing the
Enemy, Reconciling All to God.” D
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The simplest answer is this:
God has a plan, and Satan has a
role to play in it.
Since the fall of Satan, the devil’s
goal has been to ruin God’s plan.
Now Satan wants to devour God’s
people. But God, in His infinite
wisdom, is using Satan’s appetite for
destruction as a way to further His
plan and strengthen His people.
In might sound counterintuitive,
but there are verses throughout the
Bible that reveal this truth. Peter
tells his fellow Christians, “Do not
be surprised at the fiery trial when
it comes upon you to test you” (1
Peter 4:12, ESV), because trials are
the process through which “the
genuineness of your faith, being
much more precious than gold
that perishes, though it is tested by
fire, may be found to praise, honor,

and glory at the revelation of Jesus
Christ” (1 Peter 1:7).
When God allows Satan to
initiate a “fiery trial” in our lives, our
adversary sees an opportunity to
crush God’s people, while God sees
an opportunity to refine them—just
like gold in a fire.
James wrote that “the testing of
your faith produces patience. But let
patience have its perfect work, that
you may be perfect and complete,
lacking nothing” (James 1:3-4).
The trials that Satan hopes will
destroy us are actually used by
God to perfect us. James continued,
“Blessed is the man who remains
steadfast under trial, for when he
has stood the test he will receive
the crown of life, which God has
promised to those who love him”
(verse 12, ESV).
A more complete answer is offered
in our free booklet Why Does God
Allow Evil and Suffering?

LifeHopeandTruth.com
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THE

PURPOSE
OF MAN

Who am I?
Why am I here?
What happens
when I die?
These are the
greatest of
all mysteries.
The Bible’s
surprising
answers show
how humans
will really enter
the spirit world.
By Jim Franks

A

lbert Einstein is
considered one of
the most brilliant
thinkers of the
20th century. He
was once asked about
his brilliance, and he
explained that it wasn’t
that he was so smart, but
that he was curious and
asked a lot of questions.
He is reported to have
said: “If I had an hour
to solve a problem and
my life depended on the
solution, I would spend
the first 55 minutes
determining the proper
question to ask, for
once I know the proper
question I could solve the
problem in less than five
minutes.”
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Finding the right questions

If someone asked you to explain the purpose of man,
what questions would you ask?
Upon reflection, I believe the purpose of man can be
examined through answering three questions:
1. Who am I?
2. Why am I here?
3. What happens when I die?
If you can correctly answer these three questions, you
will have solved the greatest of all mysteries.
Where can we go to research such a mystery? Evolution
and the belief in blind chance offer no satisfying answers.
As we will see, the great religions present a variety of
ideas that can’t all be right. So we turn to the book that
claims to be from the Creator God to explore this essential
knowledge only God can reveal. (Why believe the Bible?
See our free booklet Is the Bible True?)
In Psalm 8:3-6 David wrote about the creation of man
and spoke about the potential of human beings. “When I
consider Your heavens, the work of Your fingers, the moon
and the stars, which You have ordained, what is man that
You are mindful of him, and the son of man that You
visit him? For You have made him a little lower than the
angels, and You have crowned him with glory and honor.
You have made him to have dominion over the works of
Your hands; You have put all things under his feet.”
What does God tell us about our future? If you look
at the Bible and solely the Bible, you’ll find a different
answer than you get from religion.

Illustration: David Hicks

Some varied human views

Consider the Catholic view, taken from the website
“Catholic Answers.”
“Although physical human bodies die, human souls
never die. The Catechism of the Catholic Church teaches
that every spiritual soul ‘is immortal: It does not perish
when it separates from the body at death, and it will be
reunited with the body at the final Resurrection’ (CCC
366). So at the moment of death, the soul separates
from the body, is judged immediately, and enters
either heaven (immediately or through purgatory) or
hell. ‘Each man receives his eternal retribution in his
immortal soul at the very moment of his death, in a
particular judgment that refers his life to Christ: either
entrance into the blessedness of heaven—through
a purification or immediately—or immediate and
everlasting damnation’ (CCC 1022).”
Since Protestantism involves many different
denominations, there are different ideas about what
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happens when you die. But, in general, Protestants only
differ from Catholics in their rejection of purgatory. They
also believe in an immortal soul that at death either goes to
heaven for eternal bliss or to hell for eternal punishment.
Most eastern religions—Hinduism, Buddhism and
others—embrace the concept of reincarnation. This is
the belief that when you die, your immortal soul lives on
here on earth in a different form. This new form may be
human, or it may be an animal or even an insect.
Then there is the atheist view. Atheists do not believe
in an afterlife. They believe this life is all there is. But
they believe mankind will continue to evolve and
things will get better. One well-known atheist, Richard
Dawkins, concludes that religion is nothing more than
a useless, and sometimes dangerous, evolutionary
accident. He is joined in this view by other best-selling
atheists, such as Sam Harris, who wrote The End of Faith,
and Daniel Dennett, a philosopher at Tufts University,
who wrote Breaking the Spell.
These contradictory human answers can’t all be right.
Are any of them correct?
To understand the answer to the purpose of man, let’s
answer the three questions from the Bible, beginning
with “Who am I?”

Who am I?

According to the Bible, man is composed of spirit,
soul and body (1 Thessalonians 5:23). The body is the
physical shell in which he lives. The breath of life added
to the physical body makes a living soul (Genesis 2:7,
King James Version). And the spirit (1 Corinthians 2:11)
comes from God Himself.
This “spirit in man” isn’t a separate person, nor is it an
immortal soul. It cannot function on its own. It needs a
living body to interact with. This spirit in man returns
to God at death (Ecclesiastes 12:7), making possible a
resurrection.

Why am I here?

This second question is equally important.
We find in Scripture that humans were created by
God, and they were created after the God kind. By that,
we mean man was created in the image of God, but not
of the substance of God. Man is flesh and blood and not
spirit. He was not created after the animal kind, as we
read about in Genesis 1.
“Then God said, ‘Let Us make man in Our image,
according to Our likeness; let them have dominion over
the fish of the sea, over the birds of the air, and over the
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Man was created
physical, of the dust
of the ground. God
breathed into him
the breath of life
and man became a
“living soul.”
cattle, over all the earth and over every creeping thing
that creeps on the earth’” (Genesis 1:26). And in Genesis
2:7, “And the Lord God formed man of the dust of the
ground, and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life;
and man became a living soul” (King James Version).
We see that man was not given an immortal soul. He
is, in fact, a soul, a living soul that is subject to death
(Ezekiel 18:4).
Man was created with the potential to become a spirit
being and a child of God. Paul writes in Ephesians: “For
this reason I bow my knees to the Father of our Lord Jesus
Christ, from whom the whole family in heaven and earth
is named” (Ephesians 3:14-15; see also Hebrews 2:9-11).
Paul, in writing to Timothy, declares: “I write so that
you may know how you ought to conduct yourself in the
house of God, which is the church of the living God, the
pillar and ground of the truth” (1 Timothy 3:15).
The Greek word translated “house” here is oikos,
which means “the inmates of a house, all the persons
forming one family, a household” (Thayer’s Greek-English
Lexicon). The amazing future of mankind is to become
part of this family of God, of which the Church is a
physical representation.
Now we get to the final question.

What happens when I die?

Scripture speaks of a resurrection from the dead. “So
also is the resurrection of the dead. The body is sown
in corruption, it is raised in incorruption. It is sown in
dishonor, it is raised in glory. It is sown in weakness, it
is raised in power. It is sown a natural body, it is raised a
spiritual body” (1 Corinthians 15:42-44).
This is our human potential—to be born into a family
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of spirit sons and daughters of God (2 Corinthians 6:18)
through the resurrection from the dead.
Now let’s put it all together. Setting aside all the
preconceived ideas, things taught by religion, let’s look
at Scripture. By doing so, we learn the following:
Man was created physical, of the dust of the ground.
God breathed into him the breath of life and man became
a “living soul.” As a living soul, he is also capable of dying;
in fact, he will die. He also has a “spirit in man” that makes
him different from any animal and gives him the potential
for eternal life as a spirit being in the family of God.
When a man dies, his body decays, but his spirit
returns to God. This spirit is incapable of independent
action or independent thought. It works with the human
mind to give man the ability to reason and make decisions.
Animals are incapable of such reasoning ability.
Once you are dead, your mind ceases to function,
and you are incapable of any further action until the
resurrection (Ecclesiastes 9:10). Job asked a most important
question: “If a man dies, shall he live again? All the days of
my hard service I will wait, till my change comes” (Job 14:14).
What change? The change from mortal to immortal!
When Jesus Christ returns to this earth, the spirit
from those Christians who have died will be united with
a new spirit body. This is called the “first resurrection”
(Revelation 20:5). Since it is called the “first,” we are
assured that there will be others to follow. God has a
plan that will include a resurrection for everyone, but
each in his own order (1 Corinthians 15:23).

The right questions and answers

Albert Einstein was on to something when he
declared how important it is to find the correct question.
If you don’t know the correct question, you will most
likely not find the right answer. The purpose of man is
embodied in the answers to three questions: Who am I?
Why am I here? What happens when I die?
We don’t have to speculate or wonder about the
answers. They are right in front of us; all we have to
do is read them. Most people have no clear idea what
the purpose of man really is, and they have no clear
understanding of what happens after death.
The Bible spells it out clearly. The purpose for man—
the very reason for our creation—is to become spirit
beings in the family of God.
In a world of great darkness, death and decay, eternal
life as a spirit being is our only real hope.
For more on this subject, see the articles in the “What
Is the Meaning of Life?” section of Life, Hope & Truth. D
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Disconnection:
21st-Century Curse
In this age
when so many
feel alienated,
we all need true
connections.
Here are
three pillars
of connection
necessary for
healthy living.
By Becky Sweat
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I feel so alone and discouraged,”
sobbed a friend while we were
talking on the phone. She had lost
her job a few months earlier and
was also experiencing some health
challenges. On top of that she felt
cut off by her social circle.
“Hardly anyone calls me to
see how I’m doing,” my friend
continued. “I haven’t had any
visitors, or received any cards or
even text messages. I’ve shared some
about what I am going through
on social media, but people rarely
respond. No one has bothered to
write, ‘Are you okay?’ or express any
kind of real concern.”
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My friend’s situation isn’t
unique. We live in an increasingly
disconnected world. Sadly, many
people today go through life feeling
lonely and disengaged from those
around them, not really connecting
with anyone or anything in a
meaningful way. The prevalence of
detachment is so widespread that
many are calling our modern era
the age of disconnection.
We can see disconnection all
around us: Patrons at coffee shops
and restaurants who plug into their
phones rather than talk with each
other. Cashiers who wear earbuds
or headphones while they wait on
customers. Nursing home residents
sitting by themselves day after day,
aching for their kids and grandkids
to come by. Customers waiting in
line at the supermarket, not making
eye contact with anyone else.
Homeowners who neither know the
names of the people next door nor
wave to them when they’re outside.
“Today, with so many demands
on our time, so many distractions,
and all the digital technology, we
have more opportunities than ever
to become disengaged,” observes
Jacqueline Olds, M.D., associate
professor of psychiatry at Harvard
Medical School and coauthor of The
Lonely American (2010). “We often
live our lives on autopilot, putting all
our time and energy into things that
don’t matter that much in the long
run, and severing our connections
with the things that really do matter.”
Often it’s the lack of contact with
other people that comes to mind
when the topic of disconnection is
brought up. But that’s not the only
type of connection that people
are neglecting in today’s culture.
Two others are a relationship with
God—certainly the most essential
connection of all—and contact
with God’s creation.
What follows is a brief
discussion of these three pillars
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of connection, including how
they are being impacted by
societal changes and why they
are important for our physical,
mental and spiritual health.

1

Connections
with other people

Loneliness can be a matter of
feeling excluded or abandoned by
others, or it can be something we
inadvertently impose on ourselves
because of our lifestyle choices.
It might mean being physically
isolated from other people, or
we could be surrounded by
acquaintances and feel emotionally
detached from them.
This is hardly the way God
intended people to live.
We are social beings and need
warm, caring relationships with
friends and family. Even having
just casual, positive exchanges with
strangers can make us feel happy.
Lack of social contact can lead
to depression, burnout, malaise
or stress, and can contribute to
physical health problems.
Social isolation is increasing
globally, particularly in Western
nations. In the United States, nearly
half of adults are sometimes or always
lonely, according to a 2018 survey
conducted by health insurer Cigna.
AARP reported in 2010 that the
number of American adults who
were chronically lonely doubled
since the 1980s, from 20 percent
to 40 percent. Numerous health
professionals have labeled loneliness
as a global epidemic or pandemic.
Multiple factors are responsible
for the rise in loneliness, but two
of the biggest are the intrusion of
communications and entertainment
devices into our personal lives and
our busier lifestyles. “We’re often too
preoccupied with our smartphones

to make casual interactions with
strangers or to build the deep
relationships we need with family
members and friends,” observes
University of Southern California
sociologist Karen Sternheimer.
If we’re waiting in line
somewhere, we may pass the time
looking at our phones rather than
making small talk with people next
to us. At home, family members
often interact more with their
phones, computers and video
game consoles than with each
other. We might communicate
with friends primarily through
social media, resulting in a façade
of connectedness that can never
replace face-to-face interactions.

After a long
work day,
housework,
going to
the gym
and running
errands, there
may be no
time left to
call friends,
meet the new
neighbors, or
visit someone
in the hospital.
The fact that most of us are
overscheduled and pressed for
time makes it even harder to keep
relationships going. “After a long
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work day, housework, going to the
gym and running errands, there
may be no time left to call friends,
meet the new neighbors, or visit
someone in the hospital,” Dr. Olds
says. “When we are around people,
we may be emotionally checked out
or standoffish, because we are too
tired or stressed to really engage in a
conversation.”
Ultimately, as people spend more
time with their digital devices
and pack more into their busy
schedules, it’s creating a society
that’s aloof, indifferent, uninvolved
and unconcerned about the needs
of others, warns Dr. Olds—the exact
opposite of being connected.
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display God’s splendor, creativity,
faithfulness and loving care.
And just as David felt humbled
as he contemplated the creation
(Psalm 8:3-4), we can be reminded
that God is our provider and that
without Him we are nothing.
But as beneficial as contact with
nature is, it’s becoming ever more

difficult to come by. In fact, a 2017
report by conservation marketing
firm DJ Case and Associates warned
that many people have lost a close
connection with nature, and that it
has become “increasingly normal”
to spend little time outside.
The main causes are urbanization
and technology. Today 55 percent

Contact with
God’s creation

Probably we’ve all experienced
times when we were feeling down
or distraught and then took a walk
through a park or other natural
setting and felt better afterwards.
Access to nature is “fundamental
to human health, well-being, spirit,
and survival,” states Richard Louv
in The Nature Principle (2012, p. 3).
Countless studies have been
conducted in recent years
documenting the therapeutic
benefits of nature—everything from
controlling and relieving emotional
pain and stress to lowering blood
pressure, improving mental focus,
reducing risk of cardiovascular
disease, and boosting immune
system function.
In addition, contact with nature
can point us to God and help
strengthen our relationship with
Him. When I go outside and observe
the wonder of His handiwork, I can’t
help but be awed. The swallows
building a nest, squirrels gathering
acorns, bees collecting pollen, the
fig tree loaded with fruit—they all
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of the global population lives in
urban areas, up from 30 percent in
1950, according to United Nations
statistics. Increasingly, people
around the world are trading in
their rural lifestyles for big-city
living. They’re residing in high-rise
apartment buildings or houses on
very small lots, cut off from the land
and having little contact with nature.
Most of their leisure time is spent
with their gadgets—not doing outdoor
activities or even having backyard
gardens like past generations did.
Practically everything they’re in
contact with is man’s creation instead
of God’s creation.
This is not to say that everything
mankind has developed is harmful
or bad, but rather that when we
immerse ourselves in the manmade world, that’s what dominates
our lives. The landscape of many
American cities is dominated by
shopping centers, entertainment
venues, billboards, congested streets
and concrete.
Much of what is seen, heard and
experienced promotes materialism
and secularism and brings out the
worst in mankind (the “works of the
flesh,” Galatians 5:19-21). If this is all
we take in, day in and day out, the
“cares of this world” (Mark 4:19) can
become our focus. They can choke out
those things that have eternal value—
namely our relationship with God and
our connections with other people.

3

Relationship
with God

The root cause of all the
disconnection in our world is that
society has turned its back on God
and the Bible.
According to a 2016 Public
Religion Research Institute study,
24 percent of Americans claim no
formal religious identity (meaning
they identify themselves as
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atheists, agnostics or “nothing in
particular”), compared to 6 percent
of Americans in 1991. Globally, the
Pew Research Center estimates that
16 percent of people in the world are
nonreligious.
It’s not a stretch to see the
correlation between society’s
ailments—all of the violence, greed,
division, hopelessness, hurt and
anger—and its disconnection from
God. Too many people feel empty at
the core, with no real sense of purpose
to their lives and nothing meaningful
to connect to. Without God as their
ultimate authority, many people live
self-absorbed lives, believing and
doing whatever they please.
But even among those who
believe in God, many are often
not seeking God like they should.
Studies by Gallup, the Association
of Religion Data Archives, Pew
Research, and the Center for Bible
Engagement report that Americans
today who consider themselves
Christians do not pray or read their
Bibles nearly as much as previous
generations did, nor do they all go to
church every week.
Yet it’s our time with God through
prayer, Bible study and attending
church, along with meditation and
fasting, that helps us maintain a
strong connection with Him. Why
would any Christian omit these vital
spiritual tools? Once again, two big
culprits are being overbusy and
being overconnected to technology.
The distractions in this life can
crowd out our spiritual lives, just as
they can weaken our relationships
with other people.
If we make a habit of ignoring
God, it won’t be long before we start
seeing more of the “works of the
flesh” in our lives than the “fruit
of the Spirit” (Galatians 5:19-23).
We’ll suffer, our relationships with
those around us will suffer, and our
connection with God will deteriorate.
It may be obvious by now that
the three pillars of connection are

interconnected. Having contact with
the creation helps us draw close to
God. When we’re connected to God,
our relationships with other people
improve.
We should always be on guard
to make sure we don’t neglect
any of these connections—even if
that’s what the world around us is
doing. We need to make sure we’re
connecting with the things that have
true value, that we’re not giving too
much of our time to what doesn’t,
and that we’re disconnecting
ourselves from what is contrary to
God’s way of life. D

Some
Connection
Ideas
Here are some practical steps that
could help jump-start your connections.
1. Call or write to a friend today.
2. Get to know someone at church or
in your neighborhood this week.
3. Go for a walk with a family
member or friend.
4. Plan a trip to a park or other area
of natural beauty with friends or
family.
5. Read Psalm 8 and go outside to
view the night sky.
6. Plant a garden (outdoors or
perhaps in pots on a windowsill).
7. Set aside time each day to pray to
God and study His Bible.
8. Study the Love Chapter (1
Corinthians 13) and apply it to your
relationships.
9. Study the fruit of the Spirit
(Galatians 5:22-23) and our Life,
Hope & Truth articles about how
to grow in these godly traits.
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Wonders of

GOD’S
Creation

Adorable, Floating Fur Balls
Sea otters can dive 330 feet just to
catch lunch. And they have to eat
a lot of lunch. Sea otters consume
25 percent of their body weight
every day—which for the average
otter is more than 16 pounds of
food! (You and I eat about 3 to 5
pounds a day—just 2 to 3 percent
of our body weight.) Otters even
use loose pockets of skin under
their arms to stash food for later.
All that food fuels their lightning-fast
metabolism, needed to keep them
warm in frigid water. And God gave
them superdense fur for insulation—
condense all the hair on your head
to a square inch, then add the hair
from nine other heads to that same
patch, and you’ll have a rough idea
of how dense an otter’s hair is.
Sea otters are extremely buoyant
and often eat while floating on their
back, using a favorite rock (which
they keep stashed in that handy skin
pocket) to crack open the shells of
sea urchins, crabs, mussels and clams.
They sleep on their backs too. To
keep from drifting away from each
other overnight, they either
surround themselves with
kelp or—in one of the
animal kingdom’s more
adorable gestures—hold
hands while they sleep.

Pictured here: sea otter (Enhydra lutris)
Photo by James Capo, text by James
Capo and Jeremy Lallier
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Is Jesus Really “the R
In the midst of commercialism and ingratitude, many seek to refresh the meaning
of the holiday season. But the real issues go much deeper than that.
By Clyde Kilough

T

he slogan pops up every year on everything from
billboards to bumper stickers, church signs to greeting
cards, on T-shirts and in sermons—“Jesus is the reason
for the season!” It and a similar slogan, “Put Christ
back in Christmas,” are attempts to turn the tide
against Christmas being secularized, commercialized and
trivialized. But do they have any truth to them?
Only a few weeks earlier some countries, including the

United States and Canada, celebrate another major holiday—
Thanksgiving—which was instituted to recognize the Creator
God as the Source of their national blessings.
These two celebrations bookend what is called “the holiday
season,” and both claim to have roots in honoring God and/or
Jesus. But—is it true? Is Jesus really the reason for the season?
A careful look at Thanksgiving and Christmas is quite
revealing!

Thanksgiving
He should be the reason, but He’s losing ground.
Gratitude is an essential quality
for our personal and societal
well-being—it’s proven good for,
among many things, improving
psychological and physical health,
strengthening relationships and
increasing empathy, while reducing
materialism and self-centeredness.
But gratitude toward whom?
On Thanksgiving Day, a 2016
LifeWay Research survey reported,
“nearly two-thirds (63 percent) say
they give thanks to God.” Or, put
another way, nearly 40 percent
don’t thank God. And 7 percent
of Americans said they don’t give
thanks at all on Thanksgiving Day.
If those statistics are for a day
nationally dedicated to giving thanks,
what are the percentages on days when
gratitude is not so much on our minds?
President Abraham Lincoln
called on Americans in 1863
to “observe the last Thursday
of November next, as a day of
Thanksgiving and Praise to our
beneficent Father who dwelleth in
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the Heavens,” humbly recognizing
that our “deliverances and blessings”
are “justly due to Him.”
But today we are not the same
people. “In 1863, America was a
different kind of Christian nation
than it is now,” stated an article in
The Atlantic, November 2014. “The
country is far more religiously diverse
and culturally secular than it was
when Thanksgiving was founded. A
strong majority of Americans consider
themselves religious, but for many
others, religious faith doesn’t play
much of a role in their everyday lives.
And although roughly 90 percent of
people in the U.S. believe in ‘God or
a universal spirit,’ faith doesn’t have
much bearing on the way Thanksgiving
is talked about in public life.”
Gratitude may be the objective
of “these secular rituals, but the
object of the gratitude is unclear.
If people aren’t thanking God, who
are they thanking?”
Will we someday discover
that our lack of thanks, and our

misplaced thanks, played a part
in our undoing? The Bible is
straightforward about the tragic
results of those who refuse to
recognize and thank God: “Although
they knew God, they did not glorify
Him as God, nor were thankful, but
became futile in their thoughts, and
their foolish hearts were darkened”
(Romans 1:21, emphasis added).
Around the same time that the
apostle Paul wrote those words, the
Roman writer Petronius is credited
with saying, “Ingratitude is the
daughter of pride.” The Bible goes one
step further, warning that “pride goes
before destruction, and a haughty
spirit before a fall” (Proverbs 16:18).
Should Jesus (and God the Father)
be “the reason for the season” of
Thanksgiving? Of course—He is the
reason for our lives! We should, in
fact, live every day with the words of
Psalm 107:8 in mind: “Oh, that men
would give thanks to the Lord for
His goodness, and for His wonderful
works to the children of men!”
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Reason for the Season”?

Christmas
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He never was the reason, and never will be!
“So it’s wrong to lie to your
children about Santa? Please go on
about ‘the reason for the season’ and
how the winter solstice magically
became about Jesus.”
I never cite a meme meant
for humor as a reliable source of
information, but this one actually
captures the core of the problem—
and the hypocrisy—with Christmas
as a Christian holiday.
But if you want credible
authorities to verify the origins
and practices of Christmas,
they’re easier to find than funny
memes! For example, Britannica.
com states candidly, “None of the
contemporary Christmas customs
have their origin in theological or
liturgical affirmations, and most are
of fairly recent date.”
A Dec. 22, 2017, Los Angeles
Times article on Christmas, like
so many at that time of the year,
stated, “Rather than religious, its
origins are secular and commercial,
even profane.”
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No legitimate biblical support
exists for any aspect of Christmas
celebrations. Virtually all of its
traditions—trees, mistletoe, gift
giving, wreaths, caroling, Santa
Claus—were borrowed from pagan
worship of false gods.
The simple truth is (pardon my
quoting another meme), “Pagans are
the reason for the season.”
God explicitly told Israel, “Do
not inquire after their gods, saying,
‘How did these nations serve their
gods? I also will do likewise.’ You
shall not worship the Lord your
God in that way” (Deuteronomy
12:30-31).
So has God changed His mind?
Is it okay now? Jesus, quoting
Isaiah, made it pretty clear: “‘This
people honors Me with their lips,
but their heart is far from Me. And
in vain they worship Me, teaching
as doctrines the commandments
of men.’ For laying aside the
commandment of God, you hold
the tradition of men” (Mark 7:6-8).

You simply cannot “put Christ
back into Christmas” when He was
never a part of it!

The seasons that have
reasons
The Bible shows, however, that
Jesus, His apostles and the early
Church did celebrate and worship
God in certain seasons. Several
centuries later, corrupt church
leaders, seeking to pacify and
attract non-Christians, abandoned
these festivals and holy days. In
doing so, they lost—and this is not
an overstatement—the knowledge
of God’s plan of salvation!
Are you bothered by the
shallowness, deceit and hypocrisy
of Christmas? Are you curious
about the festivals Jesus kept and
their meaning? Then download our
free booklet From Holidays to Holy
Days: God’s Plan for You. There you
will see from the Bible the amazing
truths about God, Jesus and the
real reasons for these seasons! D
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"My Yoke Is Easy":
Is Being a Christian Easy or Hard?
Life was hard
for the early
Christians, and
it is difficult for
some today. So
what did Christ
mean when He
said, “My yoke
is easy and My
burden is light”?
By David Treybig
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B

eing a first-century
Christian wasn’t easy.
Society, under the sway of
Satan, was out to make it
hard for followers of Jesus.
Although the Roman authorities
considered them a sect of Judaism
and therefore a legal religion, the
early Christians were a convenient
scapegoat for just about everything
that went wrong.
Hearing about Christians partaking
of bread and wine as symbols of
Christ’s body and blood, some Romans
mistakenly thought Christians were
cannibals (BBC). And the Romans noted
that these people would not honor
the Roman gods. So when natural
disasters came, many Romans believed
punishment had come upon their
community because their gods were not
being respected by the Christians.

Explaining this prevailing
Roman belief that had continued
into the second century, Tertullian
wrote: “If the Tiber rises as high as
the city walls, if the Nile does not
send its waters up over the fields,
if the heavens give no rain, if there
is an earthquake, if there is famine
or pestilence, straightway the cry
is, ‘Away with the Christians to the
lion!’” (Apology, 40:2).
So far, it’s not easy to see why
Jesus said, “My yoke is easy.”

The clash between Judaism
and Christianity
And neither was Judaism fond of
the early Christians.
Although Christians were like
the Jews in that they accepted the
same sacred writings (the Old
Testament), obeyed the same 10
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Commandments and observed the
same annual holy days, they had one
belief that most Jews simply wouldn’t
accept. The leaders of Judaism and
their followers did not believe that
Jesus of Nazareth was the Son of
God and that He had come as the
promised Messiah.
The Jewish leaders were looking
for a Messiah who would restore
their nation to prominence. What
they didn’t understand was that
Jesus would first come to die for
the sins of mankind. Then He
would come “a second time” to offer
salvation to the world and to fulfill
the prophecies they had focused
upon (Hebrews 9:28).
Although Jesus grew up in a
Jewish home and regularly attended
the synagogue, eventually the rift
between Judaism and Christianity
could not be contained. The Jewish
religious leaders disagreed with His
teaching and were envious of His
popularity and had Jesus crucified
(Matthew 27:1-2, 18, 20-22).
Then, as Jesus had predicted, His
followers began to be “put out of the
synagogues” ( John 16:2). The purge
appears to have been instigated
by a prominent synagogue in
Jerusalem called the Synagogue of
the Freedmen. Men representing
this synagogue entered into a public
dispute with Stephen, and when
they couldn’t “resist the wisdom and
the Spirit by which he spoke,” they
resorted to using lying witnesses as a
pretext for bringing him before the
council and stoning him to death
(Acts 6:9-14; 7:58).
One of the most ardent supporters
of this despicable action was a young
man named Saul. He “made havoc
of the church, entering every house,
and dragging off men and women,
committing them to prison” (Acts
8:3). Being so violently enraged
against the Christians, he further
“went to the high priest and asked
letters from him to the synagogues

of Damascus, so that if he found any
who were of the Way, whether men
or women, he might bring them
bound to Jerusalem” (Acts 9:1-2).
At this point, we come to one of
the great ironies in history. After
experiencing a vision of Jesus and
being divinely healed of blindness,
Saul himself became a Christian
(verses 17-18). The man who had been
such an angry enemy of Christians
became one, and “immediately he
preached the Christ in the synagogues,
that He is the Son of God” (verse 20).
Saul’s conversion, however, did
not always make his life easier. As
time passed and Saul’s change of
heart became known, “the Jews
plotted to kill him” (verse 23).

Warnings of trials
and persecution
In the course of his ministry Paul
endured three shipwrecks, several
imprisonments, 39 stripes on five
occasions from the Jews, three times
being beaten with rods, and even
being stoned and left for dead (2
Corinthians 11:23-27).
Regaining consciousness after
he was stoned, he continued his
ministry, “strengthening the souls
of the disciples, exhorting them to
continue in the faith, and saying, ‘We
must through many tribulations enter
the kingdom of God’” (Acts 14:19-22,
emphasis added throughout).
Jesus had also warned His
followers that persecution would
come. “If they persecuted Me, they
will also persecute you,” He had said
( John 15:20; compare Luke 21:12).
This is why He also reminded His
disciples, “He who endures to the end
shall be saved” (Matthew 24:13).
Persecution of Christians
continues today. Much of the world
does not have freedom of religion,
and many Christians around the
world receive harsh treatment.
How did Jesus address this
sobering reality?
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Jesus’ statement on
Christian living
In spite of such difficulties, Jesus
said: “Come to Me, all you who labor
and are heavy laden, and I will
give you rest. Take My yoke upon
you and learn from Me, for I am
gentle and lowly in heart, and you
will find rest for your souls. For My
yoke is easy and My burden is light”
(Matthew 11:28-30).
So how does Jesus’ statement
square with history and reality
in our world today? How could
following Christ be easy? How can
we receive “rest” for our souls?
Some mistakenly think this
passage means Christ freed His
followers from obedience to God’s
law. But Jesus had specifically said
not to think that He had come “to
destroy the Law or the Prophets”
(Matthew 5:17; see our online article
“Jesus and the Law”). As we have
seen, the challenges of the Christian
life are caused by the hostility
of Satan and the world toward
followers of Christ. God’s law is
beneficial, not a burden (1 John 5:3).
To figure out more about how
Christianity can be easy and restful
for our souls, we need to understand
Jesus’ point of view. As we’ll soon see,
Jesus saw things from a much broader
perspective than humans generally do.

The burden
non-Christians bear
Jesus’ statement “My yoke is easy”
is actually a comparative statement.
Although most people don’t realize
it, living a lifestyle that is not in
sync with God’s instructions is a
type of bondage. Paul described
this as being “in bondage under the
elements of the world” (Galatians
4:3). Paul further explained that this
kind of bondage enslaves people
who do not know God (verse 9).
Peter likewise wrote that people
who were “slaves of corruption” were
“brought into bondage” (2 Peter 2:19).
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The bondage of sin is indeed a
heavy yoke or burden to bear. Sin
is the cause of pain and suffering.
And unforgiven sin has only one
inevitable result—death (Romans
6:23). But when we yoke our lives
with Christ—when we make a
commitment to follow Him and live
by His commands—we can receive
“the gift of God … eternal life in
Christ Jesus our Lord.”

Having God’s
Holy Spirit doesn’t
prevent us from
having trials and
difficulties that
are common to
everyone’s life. But
it can definitely
help us weather
the storms of life.
Paul warned the brethren at
Galatia not to turn back to their way
of life before they knew God. He
wrote, “Stand fast therefore in the
liberty by which Christ has made us
free, and do not be entangled again
with a yoke of bondage” (Galatians 5:1).

Finding rest
Everyone is yoked—committed to or
linked with—something. We are either
yoked to Christ or yoked to the world.
When we are committed to Christ,
we can find peace in our lives.
When we repent of our sins and are
baptized as the Bible commands, the
burden of our sins is lifted because
our sins are forgiven (Acts 2:38; see
our free booklet Change Your Life!).
When we are baptized, we are also
granted the Holy Spirit—a precious
gift that ensures we will become

immortal, glorified children of God
(Romans 8:11, 16-17, 23).
Having God’s Holy Spirit within us
can have a profound effect upon our
state of mind. Paul wrote that “the
fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace,
longsuffering, kindness, goodness,
faithfulness, gentleness, self-control”
(Galatians 5:22-23). These attributes
of the Spirit truly do make our lives
easier and more restful.
Having God’s Holy Spirit doesn’t
prevent us from having trials and
difficulties that are common to
everyone’s life. But it can definitely
help us weather the storms of life
by giving us hope in a much greater
future. Reflecting this perspective,
Paul wrote: “For I consider that the
sufferings of this present time are
not worthy to be compared with the
glory which shall be revealed in us”
(Romans 8:18).

So is Jesus’ yoke easy or hard?
The answer is a matter of
perspective. If we focus on trials and
difficulties, yes, there will be some
that will be hard.
But if we look at the big picture, it
is incredibly easier to be a Christian.
Why? Because our sins can be
forgiven and we can begin to put on
the likeness of Christ. And God offers
us a magnificent future—eternal life
with God. Through God, we can be
freed from the bondage of sin and
the pain and suffering sin brings.
There are also rewards in this
life. As Paul noted, “Godliness is
profitable for all things, having
promise of the life that now is and of
that which is to come” (1 Timothy
4:8). God designed His laws to be
for our good and to produce peace
(Deuteronomy 10:13; Psalm 119:165).
With the assistance of the Holy
Spirit, Christians throughout the
ages have found, as Jesus Christ
said, “My yoke is easy and My
burden is light.” May we all come to
this same perspective! D
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What
can
we
learn
from
Elijah’s
encounter
with
God?

“Still Small Voice”?
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By Bill Palmer

What Should
We Learn
From God’s
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F

ollowing one of the most
dramatic passages in
Scripture, one in which
God acts decisively to
reveal His power, we read
that the prophet Elijah fled for his
life. He left behind his country and
his people to escape the murderous
plot of the evil Jezebel, King Ahab’s
queen (1 Kings 19:1-3).
She had threatened his life after a
stunning display of God’s power on
Mount Carmel and the subsequent
slaughter of 450 prophet-priests
of Baal, recounted in the previous
chapter. It was Elijah who had
orchestrated the executions in
accordance with God’s law.
Coming to grips with Elijah’s alltoo-human lapse of faith—even after
an extraordinary demonstration of
God’s supreme power—is merely the
first step in understanding Elijah’s
behavior after he fled. In fact, what
happened next in 1 Kings 19 can be
confusing.
God tells the prophet, who
had traveled to Mount Horeb
alone, to “stand on the mountain
before the Lord” (verse 11). There
Elijah waits expectantly for God
to present Himself, witnessing “a
great and strong wind” as well as
an earthquake and a fire, yet we
are told that God was not in any of
them (verses 11-12).
What is going on here? Why
would Elijah expect God to reveal
Himself in a terrific wind or in an
earthquake or in a fire? And what do
we make of the “still small voice” in
which the prophet finally hears God?
The answers become much
clearer when we realize two things.
First, we need to understand
Elijah’s mind-set, and that means
understanding the significance of
the events of chapter 18. Second,
we need to understand how events
in the life of Moses, more than 500
years before, may have colored
Elijah’s thinking.
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Fire from heaven

The immediate context of
Elijah’s flight from Jezebel is his
confrontation with the 450 prophets
of Baal (1 Kings 18:20-40). Elijah
had directed Ahab to assemble
them on Mount Carmel for a contest
to decide who deserved worship.
The contest was cleverly
arranged. Baal was supposed to be
the god in control of fertility and
rain. Elijah’s test, then, coming
on the heels of a 3½-year drought
(James 5:17), directly challenged
the power and authority of this
pretender to divinity.
Elijah had proposed that both he
and the false prophets offer bullocks,
but without actually igniting the
fires. Instead, they were to rely on
“answers by fire” (1 Kings 18:24). This
may seem odd, but it was not without
precedent. On at least three previous
occasions, the true God of Israel had
done that very thing.
The first recorded incident
occurred at the inauguration of
the Aaronic priesthood (Leviticus
9:24). The second happened after
David had built an altar on the
“threshing f loor of Ornan the
Jebusite” (1 Chronicles 21:18, 26).
A few years later, as Solomon
dedicated the new temple, which
had been built on that same site,
fire again “came down from
heaven” (2 Chronicles 3:1; 7:1).
These three occasions were
turning points in the history of
God’s people. In each case, God
acted dramatically to demonstrate
His involvement in human affairs.
Elijah saw his confrontation with
the priests of Baal as a critical
juncture in the history of Israel. It
was a time for the people to choose
God or Baal (1 Kings 18:21) and thus
an appropriate moment for God to
demonstrate His power.
And God did! During the contest,
the hapless Baal worshippers
repeatedly petitioned their god

for hours, desperately seeking
his attention through ritual selfmutilation and dancing. It was to no
avail. There was only silence.
In contrast, Elijah soaked his
offering in water, after which he
offered a short prayer. What followed
must have been a spectacular
sight: “The fire of the Lord fell and
consumed the burnt sacrifice, and
the wood and the stones and the
dust, and it licked up the water that
was in the trench” (verse 38).
Elijah then commanded the
people, who finally recognized the
true God, to seize the prophets of
Baal, and he ordered their execution.
This act infuriated Jezebel,
prompting her to threaten Elijah.

Two mighty servants of God

Elijah fled to Beersheba. Leaving
his servant, he went another day’s
journey into the wilderness, where he
asked God to take his life (1 Kings 19:4).
For whatever reason, Elijah had
taken his eyes off the awesome power
of God, instead allowing a mere
human (though admittedly powerful,
evil and vicious) to intimidate him.
In the next few verses, we read
that God sent an angel to feed him
and to send him to Mount Horeb
(verses 5-8). The passage tells us
that this special meal was to sustain
Elijah for “forty days and forty
nights” (verse 8). This is an important
hint to what surely went through
Elijah’s mind at this moment.
First, he was headed to “Horeb, the
mountain of God.” This mountain,
where Moses first encountered God
in the burning bush (see chart for
comparisons), is better known as
Mount Sinai. When Israel encamped
before the mountain, Moses also
went without food and drink for 40
days and nights—twice!
As a man dedicated to the true
God, Elijah must have seen the
similarities between his experiences
and those of Moses. Both had fled
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from hostile, tyrannical rulers. Both
had journeyed into the wilderness.
Both had become discouraged,
asking God to take their lives. Both
had eaten food provided by God,
and both had fasted on their way to
the summit of the mountain of God.
When Elijah had climbed
the mountain, he entered a cave
(verse 9) or actually “the cave” (The
Expositor’s Bible Commentary). What
cave could be intended other than
the “cleft of the rock” into which
God put Moses when he was on the
mountain (Exodus 33:22)?
These experiences, paralleling
those of Moses, could have led Elijah
to expect God to reveal Himself just
as dramatically as He had through
wind and earthquake and fire so
many years before. Coupled with
the rather dramatic moments Elijah
had already witnessed in his own

life, it’s no surprise that he expected
God to reveal Himself powerfully.
But that’s not what happened!

The still small voice

Unexpectedly, God spoke to
Elijah in a “still small voice” (1
Kings 19:12, New King James
Version, King James Version,
Revised Standard Version). The New
International Version translates it
as a “gentle whisper,” and the Darby
Translation, as a “soft gentle voice.”
The point is, God chose not to
speak to His prophet through fire
and thunder this time. Elijah needed
to learn what we must all learn. Even
though God may at times interact
with us in extraordinary ways, He
can just as easily interact with us
through the ordinary.
And that begs an important
question we must all answer.

Are we so focused on moments of
fire and smoke, thunder and lightning,
wind and storm and earthquakes that
we miss God’s message?
He most often instructs us as we
read and study Scripture or listen to
a sermon, particularly when we take
the time to consider what we’ve read
or heard.
He may also expect us to listen
to the advice of a brother or sister
in Christ, and to heed the counsel
of one of God’s ministers. And then,
of course, when what we want to
do is at odds with God’s will, God
may get our attention through a
troubled conscience.
Are we paying attention?
For more on hearing God’s
message, see our online article
“Reading the Mind of God” and
our study guide 7 Keys to Better
Bible Study. D

Parallels in the Lives of Elijah and Moses
Event

Elijah

Moses

1 Kings 19:2-3

Flight from hostile ruler

Exodus 2:11-15 (after killing Egyptian)

1 Kings 19:4

Asking God to be killed

Numbers 11:10-15 (after people demanded meat)

1 Kings 19:5-8

Miraculous meals

1 Kings 19:8

40-day fast

1 Kings 19:8

Mount Horeb/Mount Sinai

1 Kings 19:9

The cave/cleft

Exodus 24:9-11 (Moses and 70 elders)
Exodus 16:1-4 (manna)
Exodus 24:12-18 (receiving tablets first time)
Exodus 34:1-2, 28 (receiving tablets second time)
Exodus 3:1 (“Horeb, the mountain of God”)
Exodus 19:1-3 (“the mountain” in the wilderness of Sinai)
Exodus 33:21-23 (cleft of the rock)

1 Kings 19:11

God passing by

Exodus 33:18-23 (Moses asking to see God’s glory)

1 Kings 19:11

Wind

Exodus 14:21; 15:10 (crossing the Red Sea)

1 Kings 19:11

Earthquake

Exodus 19:18 (at Sinai)

1 Kings 19:12

Fire

Exodus 3:1-6 (burning bush)
Exodus 19:18; 20:18 (at Sinai)
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WORLDWATCH
When asked about conditions at the end of the age leading to His return, Jesus told His disciples to
“watch” (Luke 21:36), which means to be awake and watchful.
In the context of this famous Olivet Prophecy it’s clear that we should be close to God in prayer and
attentive to what’s happening because we don’t know the day or hour He will return. We must not let it
come on us “unexpectedly” (verse 34). We must watch our own spiritual condition. But we should also
watch world news events that may have prophetic significance. What does the Bible say to watch?

English-Speaking
Nations

Worldwide
Weapons of mass destruction: Jesus prophesied
that humanity would come to the brink of selfdestruction (Matthew 24:21-22). We should watch
these threats to human existence and pray daily
for God’s Kingdom to come (Matthew 6:10).
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Moral decline leading to a time of trouble:
The English-speaking nations have been
richly blessed by God, a result of the
blessings promised to Abraham. (See our
booklet The United States, Britain and
the Commonwealth in Prophecy.) But
because these modern descendants of
Abraham are continuing to follow their
ancestors’ pattern of denying God and
promoting sin, the Bible predicts a time
of severe punishment that will come
upon them. Called “the time of Jacob’s
trouble” in Jeremiah 30:7, this will occur
before Christ’s return.
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Europe
King of the North/the beast: The Bible prophesies a future
European superpower that will entail 10 “kings”—nations
or groups of nations—voluntarily ceding authority to a
central leader that the Bible calls “the beast” (Revelation
17:13) and the “king of the North” (Daniel 11:40-43).

Middle East
King of the South: Daniel tells of an end-time Middle
Eastern “king of the South” who will attack the king of the
North, provoking a whirlwind invasion (Daniel 11:40-43).

Jerusalem

Photos: iStockphoto.com

Focus especially on Jerusalem (Luke 21:20) and on
moves to reinstitute animal sacrifices, which will later
be stopped (Daniel 12:11). For more, see our articles
“Jerusalem: A Paradox of Biblical Proportions” and
“Abomination of Desolation: What Is It?”

For more about what to watch, see “Five Prophetic Trends to Watch” and the “World
InSight” articles in Discern. For the latest news, subscribe to the Life, Hope & Truth
Weekly Newsletter. It includes World Watch Weekly, which touches on an array of
items that may have prophetic significance. In the interest of timeliness, we will focus
on World Watch Weekly and will no longer include this WorldWatch section in Discern.
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Terrifying
curses were
pronounced
millennia ago,
and their
effects are
being felt to
this day. Why?
And how will
they finally
be removed?
By Mike Bennett

H

orror movies and sensational media have popularized
ancient curses, such as the curse of the pharaohs
that supposedly haunts those who plunder, excavate
or even intrude on the tomb of Tutankhamen.
Ancient religions, shamanism and witchcraft
often trafficked in vindictive curses and even random
hexes and jinxes that affect hapless individuals. They
prescribed elaborate rituals for placing such curses or
attempting to remove them.
Most people today publicly consider such hocuspocus to be entertaining, though many secretly harbor
superstitions in the dark recesses of their minds.
But there are ancient curses that are absolutely sure.
They are neither vindictive nor random. The Creator
God gave them to teach us cause and effect. They are
actually evidence of God’s love and His desire for us to
change in order to avoid the consequences of sin.

Cause and effect

The Bible clearly shows that our actions have
consequences. There is a cause (or causes) for every effect.
And this is powerfully demonstrated in the chapters that list
blessings and curses—Leviticus 26 and Deuteronomy 28.
God gave His laws for our good. Obeying them brings
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us good results and blessings automatically (though not
always immediately). Disobeying—going against the way
God lives and wants us to live—choosing warped and
destructive thoughts and actions—will bring bad results
automatically (though, again, not always immediately).
God’s displeasure with sin is also for the purpose of
encouraging us to change—for our own good.
Consider how God introduced the blessings for
obedience in Leviticus 26:
“If you walk in My statutes and keep My
commandments, and perform them, then I will give you
rain in its season, the land shall yield its produce, and
the trees of the field shall yield their fruit. …
“I will give peace in the land, and you shall lie down,
and none will make you afraid. …
“For I will look on you favorably and make you fruitful,
multiply you and confirm My covenant with you. …
“I will walk among you and be your God, and you
shall be My people” (verses 3-4, 6, 9, 12).
Read through the intervening verses to gain a fuller
picture of the beautiful blessings God wants to share with us.
Then God introduces the curses for disobedience—
“But if you do not obey Me, and do not observe all these
commandments” (verse 14)—and lists a series of painful,
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Why Is

Our

Modern World Under

Ancient Curses?
terrifying and devastating curses (verses 16-39).
If terror, disease and famine don’t bring people to
repentance, even worse curses will come. Wave after wave
of punishments will occur until people turn to God.
God describes horrifying scenes of starvation,
cannibalism and captivity that have come—and will
come—on those who continue to disobey.
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A poignant prayer

Daniel, who had been taken captive himself, recognized
the power of these ancient prophecies in the events of
his day. He saw that the sins of his nation had led to the
punishment of being taken captive by the Babylonians.
After almost 70 years in Babylon, he also recognized
a separate, specific prophecy recorded by Jeremiah,
showing that Judah’s captivity would last 70 years
(Daniel 9:2; Jeremiah 25:11-12; 29:10-14).
So Daniel took to heart God’s message to those who
were suffering the punishments of the ancient curse:
“But if they confess their iniquity and the iniquity of
their fathers, with their unfaithfulness in which they
were unfaithful to Me, and that they also have walked
contrary to Me, and that I also have walked contrary
to them and have brought them into the land of their
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enemies; if their uncircumcised hearts are humbled,
and they accept their guilt—then I will remember My
covenant with Jacob” (Leviticus 26:40-42).
God promised to remember His commitment to
them—if they humbly repented.
And Daniel personally did just that. His humble and
heartfelt prayer provides a powerful example to this day.
“Then I set my face toward the Lord God to make
request by prayer and supplications, with fasting,
sackcloth, and ashes. And I prayed to the Lord my
God, and made confession, and said, ‘O Lord, great
and awesome God, who keeps His covenant and mercy
with those who love Him, and with those who keep
His commandments, we have sinned and committed
iniquity, we have done wickedly and rebelled, even by
departing from Your precepts and Your judgments. …
“O Lord, to us belongs shame of face, to our kings, our
princes, and our fathers, because we have sinned against
You. To the Lord our God belong mercy and forgiveness,
though we have rebelled against Him. …
“As it is written in the Law of Moses [for example, in
Leviticus 26], all this disaster has come upon us; yet
we have not made our prayer before the Lord our God,
that we might turn from our iniquities and understand
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Your truth. Therefore the Lord has kept the disaster in
mind, and brought it upon us; for the Lord our God is
righteous in all the works which He does, though we
have not obeyed His voice. …
“O Lord, hear! O Lord, forgive! O Lord, listen and act! Do
not delay for Your own sake, my God, for Your city and Your
people are called by Your name” (Daniel 9:3-5, 8-9, 13-14, 19).
These excerpts give a taste of Daniel’s prayer
of repentance, but he had much more to say. It is
worthwhile to read and meditate on the whole prayer, as
it applies to our world as well. Our society has rejected
God and His laws and is growing increasingly evil, yet so
few are repenting and turning to God. People continue
to sin and bring on the ancient curses, when repentance
could allow them to avoid the deadly consequences.

End-time fulfillment

The Bible makes clear that all this will happen
again—and much worse than ever before.
Sin has never stopped, but God predicted that it
would again crescendo at the time of the end. Jesus
compared the increasingly evil time just before His
return to the days of Noah (Matthew 24:37-39; see our
article “As in the Days of Noah: Warnings for Today”).
Jesus even warned His followers, “And because
lawlessness will abound, the love of many will grow
cold” (Matthew 24:12). Lawlessness—rejection of God’s
laws—and selfishness are hallmarks of our age.
The apostle Paul’s listing of end-time attitudes seems
ripped from our headlines: “For men will be lovers of
themselves, lovers of money, boasters, proud, blasphemers,
disobedient to parents, unthankful, unholy, unloving,
unforgiving, slanderers, without self-control, brutal,
despisers of good, traitors, headstrong, haughty, lovers of
pleasure rather than lovers of God” (2 Timothy 3:2-4).
Sin—breaking God’s beneficial laws—automatically
leads to pain, suffering and death. Of course, the results
are not always immediate, which leads many in this world
under the sway of the wicked one to think they can escape
the consequences (Ecclesiastes 8:11; 1 John 5:19; see also
Psalm 73 and our article “When Life Doesn’t Make Sense”).
But the terrible results of sin are inexorable and
inescapable. Cause and effect will bring humanity to the
brink of self-destruction.
Jesus explained that “there will be great tribulation,
such as has not been since the beginning of the world until
this time, no, nor ever shall be. And unless those days were
shortened, no flesh would be saved; but for the elect’s sake
those days will be shortened” (Matthew 24:21-22).

For the elect’s sake

Who are those “elect”? The Greek word eklektos means
“picked out, chosen” (Thayer’s Greek Lexicon). God’s chosen people
have responded to His call—have repented, been baptized
and received His Holy Spirit (Acts 2:38; Romans 8:14, 28-33).
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They are led by the Spirit to live God’s way: “Therefore,
as the elect of God, holy and beloved, put on tender
mercies, kindness, humility, meekness, longsuffering;
bearing with one another, and forgiving one another, if
anyone has a complaint against another; even as Christ
forgave you, so you also must do. But above all these things
put on love, which is the bond of perfection” (Colossians
3:12-14). This way stands in stark contrast to the selfish
end-time attitudes we saw earlier in 2 Timothy 3.
The elect “cry out day and night to Him” (Luke 18:7)—
like Daniel crying out for himself and his people. They
“sigh and cry over all the abominations” committed in the
world (Ezekiel 9:4) and pray fervently for God’s Kingdom
to come (Matthew 6:10; see “Thy Kingdom Come”).
And for their sake, God will shorten those evil days.
They have a vital part in saving the world!
If God is calling you to be one of those elect, you need to
respond. Our free booklet Change Your Life! collects many
of the key biblical passages about how to answer His call.
God wants each of us to learn to avoid the curses by
repenting, changing and obeying His laws. By doing
this, we will also bring the wonderful blessings He
promised. As we learn to choose the blessings and reject
the sinful way that leads to curses, we will be preparing
to teach others to do the same.

The end of the story

If you read to the end of the book, you will see that
as long as there are human beings, the ancient curses
and blessings still apply. There will still be curses for
breaking God’s beneficial laws, with the ultimate penalty
being eternal death (Revelation 21:8). God will not allow
someone who chooses to sin to continue to bring curses
on himself and others for eternity.
But in the end, the blessings will prevail. Revelation
22:14 says, “Blessed are those who do His commandments,
that they may have the right to the tree of life, and
may enter through the gates into the city.” They will be
abundantly welcomed into the glorious New Jerusalem as
members of the blessed family of God for eternity!
“And there shall be no more curse, but the throne
of God and of the Lamb shall be in it, and His servants
shall serve Him” (verse 3).
Instead of curses, there will be amazing blessings: “In
Your presence is fullness of joy; at Your right hand are
pleasures forevermore” (Psalm 16:11).
Choose the blessings—choose life! D

Our free booklets Change
Your Life! and The 10
Commandments: Still Relevant
Today can help. We encourage
you to download them today
and learn more about the way
that leads to blessings.
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Once Saved,
Are You Always Saved?
Many Protestant churches, especially those with roots in Calvinist
theology, believe that Christians who have been saved can never lose
their salvation. But does the Bible teach this?
By Erik Jones
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Our last two articles in this column
have covered the biblical doctrine of
salvation. We have discovered what
salvation is and when it actually takes
place. But there’s another question we
have to address: Can a Christian lose
out on salvation?
Some Protestants would answer
no because they believe a doctrine
commonly called “once saved, always
saved.” Technically, this belief is
called the doctrine of eternal security
(meaning the saints’ eternal salvation
is completely secure). It is also called
the doctrine of the perseverance of the
saints (that God’s saints will persevere).
This doctrine is commonly found
in the reformed Christian tradition
that was heavily influenced by the
theology of John Calvin. Here’s how
The Westminster Confession of Faith
describes this doctrine:
“They, whom God has accepted in
His Beloved, effectually called, and
sanctified by His Spirit, can neither
totally nor finally fall away from
the state of grace, but shall certainly
persevere therein to the end, and be
eternally saved” (chap. 17, sec. 1, “Of
the Perseverance of the Saints”).
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Those who accept this doctrine
believe it is impossible for someone
who has been selected by God for
salvation to ultimately lose that
salvation. This belief is closely
connected to the Calvinist view of
predestination, which teaches that
long before He created the world God
had already selected everyone for
either eternal salvation or damnation
in hell. According to this thinking,
there is nothing a person can do to
lose salvation if God has already
predetermined that he or she will
receive it.
But did Jesus Christ teach that all
who believe in Him are guaranteed
salvation?

What Jesus taught

Did Jesus teach that those called by
God today are assured eternal security?
In the Sermon on the Mount, Jesus
used salt as an analogy to warn His
disciples of a very specific danger.
“You are the salt of the earth; but if
the salt loses its flavor, how shall it be
seasoned? It is then good for nothing
but to be thrown out and trampled
underfoot by men” (Matthew 5:13).

Jesus likened His disciples, both then
and now, to salt to make two points.
First, He showed how Christians
are to metaphorically season this

world through their character and
good conduct (verse 16). Second, He
warned Christians of the danger of
losing their flavor—in other words,
falling away from their faith and
no longer seasoning the world. He
warned that if that happened, just
like bad salt they would be “thrown
out and trampled underfoot” (verse
13). This was a clear reference to a
verse in Malachi that describes the
reward of the wicked (Malachi 4:3).
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Later in His ministry, Christ warned
that only someone who “endures to the
end shall be saved” (Matthew 24:13).
The doctrine of eternal security
tells Christians they can have total
assurance they will ultimately be
saved, but Jesus warned that we can
be saved only if we stay faithful to the
end of our lives or the age.

The danger of falling away
from God

Let’s look a bit closer at the issue of
a Christian falling away from God.
Those who hold the “once saved,
always saved” doctrine acknowledge
that saved Christians can backslide
for a time and reap temporary
physical consequences of their sins—
but they believe they can never truly
fall away and lose salvation.
However, there are some very
serious scriptural passages that say
the exact opposite. Paul said he
disciplined himself lest he “should
become disqualified” (1 Corinthians
9:27). Some of the strongest warnings
to true Christians are found in the
book of Hebrews. The author (likely
the apostle Paul) uses a large portion of
the book to warn Christians about the
danger of drifting away and neglecting
their salvation (Hebrews 2:1, 3).
He warns that we can only stay
in God’s house (or God’s family) “if

we hold fast the confidence … of
the hope firm to the end” (Hebrews
3:6, emphasis added throughout).
Yes, the short two-letter word if
completely disproves the doctrine
of once saved, always saved. No
matter how far along we are in our
Christian journey, this if reminds
us of the danger of turning our
back on God. In fact, it shows up
again in verse 14: “We have become
partakers of Christ if we hold
the beginning of our confidence
steadfast to the end.”
The book elaborates more on the
specific danger: “Beware, brethren,
lest there be in any of you an evil
heart of unbelief in departing from
the living God” (verse 12).
Later the author writes of the
danger of falling back into sin and
refusing to repent: “For it is impossible
for those who were once enlightened,
and have tasted the heavenly gift, and
have become partakers of the Holy
Spirit, and have tasted the good word
of God and the power of the age to
come, if they fall away, to renew them
again to repentance, since they crucify
again for themselves the Son of God,
and put Him to an open shame”
(Hebrews 6:4-6).
The apostle Peter reinforced this
warning in 2 Peter 2: “For if, after
they have escaped the pollutions of
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the world through the knowledge
of … Jesus Christ, they are again
entangled in them and overcome,
the latter end is worse for them than
the beginning. For it would have
been better for them not to have
known the way of righteousness,
than having known it, to turn from
the holy commandment delivered to
them” (verses 20-21).
Instead of teaching that
Christians have eternal security,
the Bible warns that in some ways
Christians are in even greater danger
than non-Christians because their
knowledge of God’s way makes them
more responsible than those who are
ignorant of it.

The proper approach

The belief of once saved, always
saved is unbiblical and leads people
to an inaccurate view of God and
themselves. God will not ultimately
save a Christian who completely
turns his or her back on Him.
Christians are not assured that they
will receive eternal life regardless of
what they do after their conversion.
What Christians can have total
assurance of is that “He who has
begun a good work in you will
complete it until the day of Jesus
Christ” (Philippians 1:6).
God will continue to do His
part. He will continue working
with us, forgiving us and helping
us to become more like Him using
the power of His Holy Spirit.
But we must also do our part.
The warnings in the scriptures
quoted in this article should help
Christians develop a healthy fear
of the choice represented by that
two-letter word:
If.
God will continue working with
us and give us eternal salvation if
we fight the good fight, finish the
race and keep the faith until our last
dying breath (2 Timothy 4:7).
For more insight into this topic,
read our articles “Once Saved,
Always Saved?” and “Predestination:
What Is It?” D
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A Question in a Tower
In this historic tower a philosophical pathfinder examined a question that
modern Christians would do well to contemplate.
ONE OF MY FAVORITE MEDIEVAL CONSTRUCTIONS
is nestled among the rolling hills and forests of the
Dordogne region in southwestern France. It is a round
stone tower, predating 1477, and if its walls could talk,
they would have impressive stories to tell. Among other
notable visitors figured Henry de Bourbon, the king of
Navarre, later to become Henry IV of France.

Montaigne’s reflections

The tower is today remembered for its most remarkable
owner, the noble, brilliant Michel Eyquem de Montaigne.
During his lifetime, in the tumultuous latter half of the 16th
century, he was famous as a gifted statesman, a mediator
in the wars of religion and the mayor of Bordeaux.
But succeeding generations have seen in him a
philosophical pathfinder. At the age of 38 he withdrew
from the public eye to assume a life of contemplation.
His careful reflections, which he later published,
popularized the essay as a literary form. From the
verb to try, his essays were a mix of autobiographical
elements, aphorisms, anecdotes and close reasoning, in
order to test, or try out, ideas and gauge their veracity.
It is fascinating to walk through the tower that served
as his library and inkstand. The curved walls still bear
thought-provoking quotes, many in Latin and Greek,
which Montaigne could read from his childhood. They
led to such essays as “That It Is Folly to Measure Truth
and Error by Our Own Capacity,” “Of the Inconstancy of
Our Actions” and “Of the Uncertainty of Our Judgment.”
His voluminous work influenced many eminent thinkers
and writers, including Bacon, Descartes, Rousseau,
Emerson, Nietzsche and probably even Shakespeare.
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Fundamental questions

One of his most famous insights was that, rather than
asking, “What do I not yet know?” and, “What do I still
have to learn?” one should ask a more fundamental
question: “Que sçay-je?” What do I know? How much of
what I think I know is actually true?
Montaigne invites us to ask, “Do I really know all
I think I know?” or, “Are there things I have accepted
without examination that are not so?”
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It can be challenging to question supposed certainties.
Yet the Bible warns, “All the ways of a man are pure in
his own eyes, but the Lord weighs the spirits” (Proverbs
16:2). What may seem obviously good and right to us
may not be so before God.

Spiritual essays

What is the solution for the Christian? It is what the Bible
calls meditation—careful, concentrated thought to examine
what we believe and do—in a sense, spiritual essays.
The psalmist wrote: “I meditate within my heart, and
my spirit makes diligent search” (Psalm 77:6). This is based
not on philosophy, but on the Word of God, that “lamp” to
our feet (Psalm 119:105). “I will meditate on Your precepts,
and contemplate Your ways” (Psalm 119:15).
How enlightening it is to set aside time, associated
with prayer and the study of God’s Word, to contemplate,
to analyze, to try in our minds, whether our lives could
be better aligned with the way of life God describes.
As a new Roman calendar year approaches,
Montaigne’s query is still valid. Beyond, “What have I
yet to learn?” one should ask, “What do I truly know?”
Are there ideas I believe, or actions I practice without
examination, that I should not?
Such questions can lead to positive change and bring
us closer to God.
—Joel Meeker
@JoelMeeker
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What Church would Jesus
attend today?
Christianity is the
largest religious group
in the world. With all
the variations, how can
you be sure to find the
Church Jesus built?

To learn how to locate the Church Jesus built,
download the free booklet from the

Learning Center on LifeHopeandTruth.com

